
 

     DATA ARCHITECT JOB POSTING  

 
Title: WEM Data Architect 
International Location(s): Lisbon (Portugal)  
 
 
If you are interested in, please contact with Rita Aires (rita.aires@libertyseguros.pt) – Talent Advisor 
 
Summary: 
 
Western European Market (WEM) Technology is searching for a passionate & innovative Data Architect. 
The WEM Data architect will specifically help navigate the technical alignment of enablers and work with 
the data engineering leads and teams to evolve the global data lake vision and roadmap including: 
Alignment of our multi-tier cloud-based data lake strategy and technology including the use of AWS, S3 
for storage and Redshift for computation. 
 
 
About the role: 
 

 Establishes and leads the technology strategy and technology roadmaps that enable the 
business.  

 Partners with the Product Owners to align the roadmap with the technical design and strategy.  
 Provides oversight at the portfolio level; influencing decision-making and prioritizing the business 

and architecture backlog for the programs and teams. 
 Designs and develops IT architecture (integrated process, methodology, framework, 

software/applications, data, information, and technology) scalable solutions to business problems 
in alignment with the enterprise architecture direction and standards. 

 Provides consultation and collaborates with Market CIO, business partners and peer groups 
regarding long and short-range product features.   

 Collaborates closely with the East and West (E/W) Regional Architecture and Applications team 
on delivering global capabilities aligned with GRM East and West strategic business priorities. 

 Recommends and drives innovative solutions, which anticipates the future direction of the 
business, its drivers and technology strategy. 

 Provides consultation on leveraging new and existing software and technology. 
 Leads teams, may have overall leadership responsibility for product architecture and design.  
 Reviews and ensures major architectural designs are consistent, maintainable, flexible and cost-

effective solutions. 
 Works with or leads technical teams to identify functional requirements that drive architecture and 

technology to meet customer needs and enables business capability. 
 Participates with application and infrastructure design architects to provide guidance for 

development and releases. 
 Develops strategies and architectures which support advanced security topics such as 

Vulnerability Lifecycle Management, Identity Management, Intrusion Detection, Authentication, 
Authorization and Auditing. 

 Consults with application development and infrastructure development teams to fit systems to 
architecture, and identify when it is necessary to modify the technical architecture to 
accommodate customer/stakeholder needs. 

 Responsible for prototyping complex, cross platform business solutions to validate newer 
technologies.   

 Recommends emerging scalable and reusable technical solutions to increase market share and 
reduce operational costs. 

 Analyzes the technology industry and market trends to determine potential impact on the 
business. 

 Influences technology direction and/or adjustments to incorporate into business plans. 
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 Influences the selection of hardware and software product standards and the design of standard 
configurations; makes significant contributions to market-centric technology roadmaps and 
architectural principles and frameworks. 

 Develops and manages effective collaborative relationships with other departments, groups, 
peers, and subordinates (data mgmt., security, and infrastructure).  

 Leads retrospectives and defining opportunities for experiments and POC`s. 
 Facilitates cross-team/train learnings, communication and alignment. 

 
Minimum Qualifications: 
 

 Bachelor`s or Master`s degree in technical discipline; Master`s preferred.  
 Experience in a cloud based data architecture preferred. 
 Understanding our current architecture with a clear plan on evolving our architecture towards a 

global data platform. 
 Expertise in the following Environments/Tools including AWS DMS, Glue, Informatica Cloud, 

Customer 360, MDM, Google Cloud, EMR, Hive, Hue, Spark, Alation, Python, Aurora, Athena, 
Kafka/Confluent, Teradata, Microstrategy, PowerBI, Snowflake, Redshift, Statistics, Artificial 
Intelligence (Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Bots, Voice Integration, etc.) 

 Expertise in traditional/on premise data warehouse, data migration and data store 
design/implementation with significant experience designing/deploying the same in cloud 
environments, with a preference for AWS experience 

 10+ years of architecture experience in applications development in a complex, multi-platform 
distributed environment.  

 Extensive experience in layered solutions and designs, diverse technical configurations, across 
multiple technologies and processing environments.  

 In-depth knowledge in software engineering languages and tools; proficient in new and emerging 
technologies.  

 Extensive knowledge of all product and system components of technical architecture.  
 In-depth understanding of business operations, objectives and strategies including but not limited 

to, insurance industry, financial services, global business, architecture, technology trends, as well 
as security minded.  

 Knowledgeable in software engineering languages and tools; proficient new and emerging 
technologies.  

 Strong leadership skills; coaching and mentoring skills. Exceptional communication and 
interpersonal skills - including negotiation, facilitation, and consensus building skills; ability to 
influence and persuade, without direct control.  

 High degree of flexibility and ability to work with employees at all levels of the organization with 
diverse backgrounds.  

 Strong desire to drive change, and ability to adapt to change quickly. Strong consulting skills 
(relevant/technical); recognized as a thought leader within the company. Ability to balance the 
long-term "big picture" and short term implications of decisions. 

 
 
 


